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Chapter 1571: Super Voldemort Road Mingxuan! 

The western border of the East Wasteland is close to the location of the Middle Wasteland. 

The tall and steep mountain peaks are endless, surrounded by clouds of fairy-like white mist, like a 

fairyland. 

The magnificent palace-style buildings cover billions of miles and isolate the sky. 

Between the palaces, there are mountains and mountains, immortals, birds and animals, and Yinchuan 

melts down for nine days. 

The magnificent building has five steps on the first floor, ten steps and a pavilion. 

This is exactly where the Feitian Sect, the largest force in the Eastern Desolation, resides! 

Even this area with a radius of 20 million light years is called the Flying Fairy Domain! 

Feitian Sect is a new force emerging in this reincarnation era. 

A strong rise named Yue Feitian, with the help of the Supreme Emperor’s soldiers, killed countless 

enemies and stood on top of the Eastern Desolation! 

At this time, Yue Feitian is already a true Supreme Emperor! 

And, there is still no god-level Erdu! 

But no one knows that the reason why Yue Feitian can rise depends on not only the dead man's 

scriptures. 

There is also a strong man in the last reincarnation era who has proclaimed himself for countless years! 

This strong man is in the depths of the maze of Fei Tianjiao, using countless formations and chains to 

seal the four dragons and the fourth, Lu Mingxuan! 

Yue Feitian has obtained countless benefits from Lu Mingxuan with secret methods, and it is one of 

them to break through the Godless Level. 

But Yue Feitian didn't know that all of these were traps laid by Lu Mingxuan! 

The four brothers of the Four Dragons and Seas failed in the last reincarnation era, and were scattered 

all over the world, using the "Deadwood Condensation Technique" to call themselves everything, 

waiting for the day of recovery. 

But Lu Mingxuan is clearly the smartest. 

He arranged a series of methods in advance to guide others to seize his power and become a stronger 

person. 

Its purpose is to swallow all those strong men who have taken his power at the moment of complete 

recovery! 
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All the power that belongs to him, does not belong to him, all belongs to him! 

This kind of strategy is actually not particularly clever. The key is that the details are too real and the 

temptation is too strong! 

The temptation to break through to the godless level, below the godless level, who can resist except Su 

Lang? 

Moreover, Lu Mingxuan has endured 600 million years since he was discovered by Yue Feitian and 

extracted his strength! 

After such a long period of time, even those who were vigilant were completely relaxed! 

At this moment. 

Deep in the underground maze. 

In the center surrounded by countless transparent walls and black chains, the crystal-clear Godless body 

suddenly showed a trace of color. 

Yellow skin, long black hair, dark brown pupils, bright red lips... 

A trace of invisible power spread to the black chain, causing it to gradually turn red. 

Even the transparent walls around them spread a cobweb-like red, just like capillaries under the crystal 

clear skin! 

The silent but conspicuous changes spread rapidly. 

The four quasi godless guards in white robes did not move! 

If you look closely, you can find that the surface of the four quasi-godless skins and the depths of the 

pupils of the eyes have been covered by the spreading blood red lines! 

A disaster that was extremely terrifying to the Flying Immortal Territory extended from the ground. 

The strange atmosphere began to flood this fairyland-like land! 

at the same time. 

Feitian Emperor Hall, the most luxurious retreat room. 

The entire retreat room is made of countless precious materials, and it is absolutely impossible to be 

disturbed by the outside world. 

No one knows that Feitian Guru Yue Feitian is sitting on the ground, wrapped in countless blood red 

lines! 

Yes. 

Yue Fei genius is the most important object of Lu Mingxuan's care. 

Long before the attack from underground, Yue Feitian had been restrained. 

In the quiet room. 



The red-wrapped Yue Feitian twitched slightly and let out a scream of incomparable pain. 

However, as a godless powerhouse, he has no way to escape the predicament, and he can't even send a 

message. 

It can be said that everything about Yue Feitian was given by Lu Mingxuan, and he was too much 

controlled! 

The terrifying world changes are about to appear in the Flying Fairy Domain. 

The entire place of exile, except for those who are restrained by flying to teach martial artists. 

Only a few people felt this weird change. 

The first is Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan, their four brothers are the closest people. 

Before Liang Xiaofei recovered, the two of them felt it, but before they set out to find, Liang Xiaofei was 

beheaded by Su Lang. 

At this time, Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan felt the breath of Lu Mingxuan again, and they were 

suddenly excited! 

They immediately contacted Lu Mingxuan through the unique contact method between the brothers. 

After confirming that Lu Mingxuan was very safe, he breathed a sigh of relief and continued to arrange a 

net to capture Su Lang. 

After preparing to kill Su Lang, go to find Lu Mingxuan to join. 

In addition to Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan, two others sensed the changes in the Flying Immortal 

Territory. 

Chapter 1572: Zhan Taiqing and Chang Henzi! 

The extreme north edge of the exile. 

There is plenty of aura and materials here, no less than the middle wasteland. 

But all this is not natural, but man-made, created by the Supreme Nine Qing Palace! 

The Supreme Nine Qing Palace, like the Chang Hen Palace, are powerful forces that have experienced a 

lot of reincarnation times. 

Its resident is a vast area of 100,000 light-years, and the land of the entire resident is cast with various 

treasures! 

Even the places outside the station are full of various treasures, forming a blessed land. 

The extremely rich spiritual energy radiated from these treasures, permeating between the heaven and 

the earth. 

Not only that, but one million light-years away from the core of the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, there is 

also an endless array of gathering spirits. 
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These spirit gathering formations are as high as the emperor's level, endless, like a black hole, absorbing 

spiritual energy all the time. 

This caused the northern barren land to almost truly become a barren area. 

Except for the resident on the Northern Wilderness, part of the resident of the Supreme Nine Qing 

Palace actually extends into the turbulence of time! 

Most of this part of the station in the turbulence of the world is planted with all kinds of elixir, as well as 

full of formations that inspire the natural treasures. 

The Supreme Nine Qing Palace is actually using the power of time turbulence to cultivate spiritual plants 

and treasures of heaven and material! 

There are actually many people who do this, but such a large-scale cultivation is too much for the Nine 

Qing Palace to do. 

Moreover, these cultivation sites are actually to conceal a special existence 

——A special zone where the time flow is slower than other places in the Exile! 

Just in the deepest part of the turbulent flow of time, there is a simple wooden house alone. 

In the wooden house, a skinny old man sat quietly, with a chessboard in front of him. 

This old man is exactly the head of the nine supreme emperors of the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, Zhan 

Taiqing! 

The chessboard has nine straight lines intertwined into dots, all of which are red, but with different 

shades. 

The shallowest is almost invisible, and the deepest is right at the northernmost part of the board. 

"Just a few days." 

"The Quasi-Godless Grade has died so many, and the newly resurrected Godless Grade also died." 

"These people are all dead in the hands of a little guy who can burst out of quasi-godless combat power 

from time to time. 

It's unbelievable, maybe it's the godless level of recovery? Maybe I should send someone to see it. " 

"Well, the Feitian Sect, which is close to the middle famine in the Eastern Famine, has also had an 

accident, and there is an extra red dot representing the godless level." 

"The red dots representing Yue Feitian flashed so violently. It seems that the little fellow of Feitian Sect 

is going to die." 

"This little guy is actually quite talented, and it would be a pity if he died." 

"However, the guy in the Palace of Long Hating controls the Eye of the Nine Yin Candles, and he will 

notice this change. That guy will definitely go there." 

The skinny Zhan Taiqing looked at the chessboard in front of him with a numb expression on his face. 



at the same time. 

The vast middle-wasteland. 

There are three powerful godless powers standing here, Changhen Palace, Leiyin Temple, and Bixietian. 

And the location of Changhen Palace is adjacent to Feitianjiao and closer to the Eastern Wilderness side. 

Compared with the residence of Feitianjiao, the residence of Changhen Palace looks very simple. 

However, if you take a closer look, you can find that there are mysterious principles between the 

seemingly ordinary buildings and layouts. 

The entire residence of the Palace of Long Hatred has become a complete dojo! 

The Feitianjiao's residence seems extremely gorgeous, but its level is lower than that of the Palace of 

Long Hatred. 

It has to be said that the Palace of Long Hatred is worthy of being a super power in the era of 

reincarnation. 

Such forces are simply not comparable to the Feitian Sects that have emerged in this era. 

At this moment. 

In a wide palace made of black stone lei, a young man in a plain gray robe sits on a futon. 

This person is the famous Palace Master of Chang Hen, Chang Hen Son! 

Chang Henzi was holding a pitch-black bowl with water in it. 

He looked down, but his face was not reflected on the water, but another scene appeared. 

Chapter 1573: I must personally make you better than death 

This scene is exactly what happened in Feitian Sect! 

The huge Feitian Sect has gradually covered the entire station with red capillary lines. 

Countless sect disciples have turned into corpses! 

Those who were still alive, there were only quasi godless elders and leader Yue Feitian. 

"The powerhouse of the last reincarnation era of recovery." 

"The entire Feitian Sect is the cause and effect you planted. Once it recovers, I intend to swallow it all." 

"If it is a general quasi-no-god-level force, that's fine, but Yue Feitian is also a second-duty-no-god-level 

force. 

"The battle of reincarnation requires such a strong person to become my stepping stone, rather than 

costing my life in vain. It seems that I have to go." 

Chang Henzi stood up and dragged his broad gray robe to the ground. He smiled faintly, his eyes were 

indifferent and cold. 
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Soon. 

He stretched out his finger and tapped on the edge of the black bowl, and the water inside suddenly 

rippled. 

The ripples did not gradually return to calm, but formed a super teleportation array! 

Immediately after. 

The black light flashed, and Chang Henzi's figure disappeared. 

When he appeared again, he had already reached the edge of the Flying Immortal Territory, five million 

light years away. 

The ripples in the black bowl swayed again. 

Chang Henzi disappeared again in an instant! 

This time, he came directly to Feitianjiao's vast and gorgeous sect residence. 

"very sorry." 

"Yue Feitian, I save it." 

"Your karma and grievances, wait until the war of reincarnation to end." 

"..." 

While talking, Chang Henzi stretched out his hand a little, an extremely terrifying twisting force fell from 

the sky, instantly destroying the Feitian Emperor Hall. 

The red lines that wrapped Yue Feitian suddenly opened a gap in the form of a huge giant cocoon. 

A black and skinny skeleton appeared inside, almost like a corpse. 

Although Yue Feitian hadn't died yet, ninety-nine percent of the vitality energy had been drawn from his 

body, and he was not far from death. 

Chang Henzi did not pause, stretched out his hand to take a photo, Yue Feitian suddenly got rid of the 

restriction of the red lines, and rose from the ground. 

"Hate me?" 

"Hate me and remember me!" 

"During the war of reincarnation, do your best to kill me!" 

Chang Henzi glanced at the earth and seemed to see Lu Mingxuan in the depths of the underground 

maze. 

Soon, he left a word, and left with Yue Feitian slowly. 

"hateful!!" 

"Just a little bit, I can swallow all Yue Feitian!" 



"With only a slight difference, my strength will be able to rise to the next level, reaching the Sidu 

Godless Level!" 

"Chang Hate son, I'm never finished with you!" 

"..." 

In the depths of the underground maze, Lu Mingxuan's eyes were about to split, and his body was 

shaking with anger. 

The four quasi-no-god-level statues around who had already turned into skeletons were shocked to fly 

ashes instantly! 

but. 

Lu Mingxuan did not dare to do it, because he felt the death crisis from Chang Henzi. 

That guy who seemed to be just a teenager had already reached the peak of the Four Crossing Godless 

Grade! 

The black bowl in his hand is even more terrifying, at least it is also a Wudu Godless Soldier! 

"but." 

"I can't fight you alone." 

"But when it comes to the battle of reincarnation, as long as our brothers and sisters work together, plus 

the four great dragons and no gods..." 

Thinking of this, Lu Mingxuan couldn't help but think of the fallen third senior brother Liang Xiaofei. 

The anger in his heart is more intense, it is like an active volcano that has been suppressed for countless 

billions of years to erupt. 

"I can't deal with Chang Henzi temporarily, I can't deal with you yet?" 

"Dare to kill my third brother, I will personally make you worse than death!" 

"..." 

Lu Mingxuan's face was twisted and hideous, and his whole body directly broke through the earth and 

hurried towards the Eastern Wilderness. 

On the way. 

He didn't forget to contact Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan to tell them not to kill Su Lang easily after 

they caught Su Lang, and wait for him to torture Su Lang together. 

Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan naturally agreed, and while continuing to search for Su Lang, they 

designed the torture to be used on Su Lang. 

At the same time. 

Su Lang didn't even know what happened outside. 



He was putting down the fairy-level parts in his hand, looking at the One-Key Cultivation villain 

extremely excited. 

Chapter 1574: The first emperor level upgrade 

I saw that the cultivator had turned from white to gold again! 

"Ding! The sea of repair is full, do you break through?" 

"breakthrough!" 

"Break immediately!" 

Su Lang directly issued the order. 

Suddenly, almost endless aura appeared in his body. 

At the same time, part of the golden mist in Su Lang's Consciousness Sea also suddenly disappeared. 

These golden mists are his broken Nirvana soul! 

And the part that disappeared was divided into two, which were respectively integrated into the pubic 

universe and the heart! 

This is exactly the process of fusion of soul and universe and soul body! 

The average emperor needs countless time to complete this process. 

However, Su Lang had already practiced more than one soul-body fusion technique, and the soul-space 

fusion technique had also practiced a Huadao Great Emperor Sutra! 

All these exercises have reached the founding level, so Su Lang has no bottleneck on the two roads of 

soul-body-spirit fusion. 

At this moment. 

A large amount of Su Lang's soul power was integrated into the heart and the Dantian universe. 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang felt that his control of the heart had reached the limit, and he could do whatever he wanted. 

Although it was possible to achieve relatively perfect control before, it was impossible to control every 

molecule and atom like it is now. 

Moreover, the fusion of soul will and flesh and blood is not as simple as one plus one, but it can burst 

out even more incredible power! 

That kind of mysterious state that is almost indescribable, probably the word ‘angry blow’ can express 

one part in a trillion. 

And "a blow with anger" is just the most superficial means to explode stronger power with the fusion of 

will and body! 
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Soul-body fusion is to always maintain the strongest will and the strongest body fusion to explode, and 

each move can exert its ultimate strength. 

This is a simultaneous sublimation of the spirit and the body, a higher level of life completely reborn! 

at this time. 

Su Lang's heart has completed the fusion of soul and body and has become a higher level of flesh and 

blood! 

In addition to soul-body fusion, Su Lang also took a step on the road of soul-yu fusion! 

A large amount of soul power has been integrated into the Shifang Life Universe, and Su Lang has 

improved his control over the Shifang Universe! 

The ten vast universes of life, in front of Su Lang, are like high-definition videos turned into Blu-ray 

videos, becoming clearer and clearer. 

Moreover, the rule avenue of self-understanding, and the rule avenue of Shifang Universe are also more 

compatible! 

The two sides complement each other, and the degree of harmony has gone to the next level! 

Although Su Lang understood more than 3,900 rules and more than 3,600 imaginary number rules, they 

were still imperfect in reality. 

And his condensed avenues are only 490, which is too far away from the realm of Consummation. 

Therefore, with the initial level of soul fusion, Su Lang felt more remote rules and avenues on life 

planets such as Blue Star. 

Once the fusion of soul and universe is completed, he will be able to master these rules of avenues 

perfectly, and complement his foundation on the avenues of rules. 

In addition, the ability to control the universe of life has naturally reached the perfect level. 

Can manipulate anything in the life universe except time, even a small dust. 

"Hey, wait until then, can you be called the true creator." 

Su Lang chuckled, then glanced at his attribute panel again. 

But except for the change in the realm, nothing else has changed. 

Su Lang didn't feel disappointed either, after all, although he now mastered a lot of exercises, they were 

all of the Great Emperor. 

Who is the Supreme Emperor who has not cultivated a godless-level technique? 

He can pile up his combat power to infinitely close to the godless level with various great emperor-level 

techniques, which is super abnormal! 

Moreover, Su Lang believed that as long as he broke through a few more small realms, his daily combat 

power would probably be able to break through to the godless level. 



At that time, in addition to being unable to use the power of distortion, other attack methods will never 

be inferior to the godless level! 

With a trace of anticipation. 

While continuing to refine parts, Su Lang was accumulating cultivation base, planning to break through 

to a higher level in one breath. 

In a blink of an eye, another day passed. 

Suddenly, the system prompt sounded suddenly! 

Chapter 1575: It's so shocking! 

"Ding! "Big Sun Haotian Map" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Reincarnation Eternal Qing Jue" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding......" 

The exercises placed before, except for the five godless-level exercises have not been completed, the 

remaining four great emperor-level exercises have all reached the founding level! 

And among these four great emperor-level exercises, the one that Su Lang valued most was "The Great 

Sun Haotian Tu", followed by "Reincarnation Eternal Qing Jue"! 

"Big Sun Haotian Map" can make Su Lang soar the speed of absorbing solar energy countless times, 

further reaching the level of unlimited mana! 

The ability of "Reincarnation Eternal Qing Jue" is to greatly increase life expectancy, and its core is 

mainly to enhance life origin and soul origin. 

In addition to these two exercises, the other two are forging exercises at the emperor level, with simple 

and rude effects, which are to increase physical strength. 

"I feel my strength has improved a lot!" 

"However, there is no qualitative improvement, but the quantity has increased." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang released Chu Xiaobei and others from the Dantian universe. 

"Brother Su Lang!" 

"Your Blue Star has grown many times bigger!" 

Ji Ruxue exclaimed at Su Lang as soon as he appeared. 

"Suddenly many holes and blessings popped up under the ground!" 

Murong Xianxian also exclaimed, "Moreover, some of these heaven and earth are still inhabited by 

strange creatures!" 

"It's not just that Blue Star has undergone drastic changes, the entire universe has grown a lot!" 
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Chu Xiaobei also exclaimed, "Su Lang, You Zhi said that you have broken through to the godless level, 

really?" 

"I can't guess wrong!" 

"I'm a veteran quasi-no god!" 

The corner of You Zhi's mouth twitched, "Such a big movement must have broken through to the 

godless level!" 

however. 

"Who said I broke through to the godless level." 

"I just broke through from the Quasi-Great Emperor level to the Great Emperor level." 

Su Lang smiled, "Oh, I broke through to the Second Great Emperor a day ago." 

"what!?" 

"how is this possible?" 

"Breakthrough to the Great Emperor level can also cause such a big movement!? Fake it!!" 

You Zhi's face froze, and he said in disbelief, "What's more, if you were only at the Quasi-Great Emperor 

level before, how could you defeat Lin Fang? Don't lie to me!" 

"If you don't believe me, see for yourself." 

Su Lang shrugged his shoulders and released the realm fluctuation. 

"This...the second great emperor's realm fluctuates!?" 

"It's impossible, it must be fake, or I am dreaming!" 

You Zhi found that Su Lang's realm fluctuation was only the Second Great Emperor, and suddenly his 

worldview was broken. 

"Sister Youzhi, you are not dreaming!" 

Ji Ruxue smiled and said, "You forgot, Brother Su Lang can't use common sense!" 

"Yes, not a person from the world at all!" 

The entanglement and pain on your face seemed to be autistic. 

"Ahem." 

"OK OK." 

Su Lang waved his hand, "Xiaobei, come here, it's time to instill the rules for you." 

"Great!" 

"I come here a few more times, and my Wu Xian Daoji will be perfect!" 



Chu Xiaobei smiled, and immediately ran to Su Lang's face. 

"what!!" 

"I don't watch, I don't watch!" 

"This unreasonable method is simply too depressing!" 

But Yuzhi seemed to be stimulated again, covering her face and turning around, her little body trembling 

slightly. 

"Sister Youzhi." 

"Don't compare yourself with Su Lang's brother, it will collapse." 

"Yes, we don't bother with those problems at all. We just need to enjoy Brother Su Lang beautifully and 

help Brother Su Lang cheer and shout!" 

"..." 

Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian immediately went to comfort Youzhi. 

quickly. 

Su Lang completed the indoctrination of Chu Xiaobei's rules and raised her mastery to 264 rules. 

"I really want to break through!" 

Chu Xiaobei felt the power of the new rules in his body, and he was eager to try. 

"Put with it for a while, good!" 

Su Lang patted Chu Xiaobei on the head. 

"Okay, I am dependent on you!" 

Chu Xiaobei smiled, giving people a feeling of being like a bird. 

"This Tsundere Guliang will do the same." 

Su Lang smiled dumbly in his heart, and said to the four women, "Well, I am going to make a 

breakthrough now, for fear of hurting you by mistake, go back to Blue Star first." 

Chapter 1576: The true power of the Supreme Emperor 

"Wow! Brother Su is about to break through again!" 

"It's so fast, you deserve to be Brother Su Lang!" 

"Brother Su Lang, come on!" 

"..." 

The four women exclaimed, and Su Lang, who was stunned with a smile, took Blue Star back. 

Immediately after. 
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He glanced at the cultivators who had all turned golden. 

"It's been 24 hours." 

"Equivalent to a Second Great Emperor's 7.2 billion years of cultivation!" 

"Although I am a soul-body and soul-universe fusion at the same time, so many cultivation bases will 

definitely raise my realm to a higher level!" 

"..." 

Su Lang took a deep breath and immediately issued instructions to the system, "System, give me 

continuous breakthroughs until the cultivation base is exhausted!" 

"Ding! Start breaking through!" 

The system prompts that the sound has not fallen off. 

In the world of Su Lang's knowledge of the sea, a large stock of golden mist disappeared immediately. 

Part of these golden mists merged into Su Lang's internal organs and limbs, and some merged into the 

universe of life in ten directions! 

Each cell completely merged with Su Lang's soul. 

Su Lang's soul-body fusion rate soared, 10%...30%...70%...! 

The soul fusion degree is also constantly increasing, but because there are ten life universes, the 

progress is far behind the soul body fusion degree. 

finally. 

Su Lang's soul-body fusion is stable at 100%, which is the realm of the supreme emperor. 

At this point, Su Lang's life essence has made another leap, and every cell and even molecular atom in 

his body has taken a higher level! 

His lifespan has also been greatly increased. With the addition of "Reincarnation Eternal Qing Jue" and a 

book of emperor-level body forging techniques, it has reached three billion years! 

Although this is not eternal life, it can be called longevity! 

In addition to the soul-body fusion, Su Lang's soul-space fusion has also increased a lot, and finally 

stabilized at 10%. Looking at the surface, there is only the realm of a great emperor. 

but. 

Su Lang has ten life universes! 

This ten percent is almost equivalent to a complete universe of life! 

"The soul body is 100% integrated!" 

"Ten life universes and ten per cent souls are fused!" 



"If there is only one universe in my life, I am afraid I will be promoted to the Godless level soon!" 

"However, although my realm has not reached the godless level, my strength has steadily entered the 

godless level!" 

Su Lang's eyes were superb and exquisite, and he felt the newly acquired power in detail. 

The soul body is complete, bringing unimaginable explosive powers, and even the slightest bit of these 

powers can be perfectly controlled. 

Although Soul Yu only had 10% fusion, it also allowed Su Lang to master dozens of unseen rules that he 

had never seen before, and his control of the power of the world became more and more exquisite! ! 

His control of the universe of life is also more nuanced. 

As long as he wants to, he can clearly see most of the details in the Shifang universe. 

With just one thought, you can accurately find a certain grass, a certain cobblestone on a certain life 

planet... 

This is something that the previous Su Lang could not do. 

"This feeling of controlling the universe is really fascinating!" 

Su Lang had a deep light in his eyes, took a deep breath, and opened the attribute panel. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Supreme Emperor 

[Attack level]: Yidu Supreme Emperor 

[Defensive level]: Yidu Supreme Emperor 

[Shenfa level]: A crossing of the Supreme Emperor 

[Endurance level]: A crossing of the Supreme Emperor 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 

[Mastering the exercises]: The Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unnamed" (Great 

Emperor Level, Founding) 

[Activated system functions]: one-key practice function (level 41), one-key martial arts function (level 

40), clone dispatch function (level 40), one-key treasure hunt function (level 40), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 18), one-key enhancement function 

(level 1), one-key Decomposition function (no grade) 



"Four-dimensional attributes have reached the level of Godlessness in all aspects!" 

"Next, when "Returning to Nature and Returning to One Emperor Record" reaches the founding level, it 

will definitely improve greatly!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and smiled, "Che Chenghua, Zong Wenshan, your death date is 

not far away!" 

Chapter 1577: I accept your little fate! 

"Perception sharing!" 

With a thought of Su Lang, the scenes seen by the flying flying gliders in search of treasure passed by 

before his eyes. 

Soon, he found Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan. 

The two are in the south and the other in the north. 

They have arranged an array that lasts ten million light-years. In order to kill Su Lang, it can be said that 

all costs are taken! 

"A distance of ten million light years?" 

"Hmph, it's really a good opportunity for me to break one by one!" 

There was a sneer at the corner of Lang's mouth, and immediately dispatched the clone to the north! 

In the case of constant use of clone replacement, Su Lang quickly reached the place where Zongwen 

Mountain was. 

"Damn it!" 

"Why hasn't this guy come out yet!?" 

"With his lifespan, it is impossible to stay in it for that long. What is going on?" 

"Is he already one step ahead of me and escaped from a place further north?" 

"This is impossible. I use the Promise Sky Star Dragon to travel. How can he, a lingering garbage, be 

faster than me?" 

"Could it be that he is already dead in the turbulence of time and space? It's a pity that the ashes of the 

lifeline have completely dissipated, otherwise it can be used to detect it." 

"..." 

Zong Wenshan was suspended high in the air, holding a thin golden thread in his hand, and a light 

curtain spread out on the thin thread, forming a keen array. 

He stared at the depths of the turbulent flow of time and space, as soon as the target appeared, he 

would act immediately. 

However, he didn't even know that Su Lang was looking at him from behind! 
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"Zong Wenshan!" 

"I accept your little life!" 

Su Lang sneered, and instantly used the Devouring Clone and Xing Cuanyun! 

In an instant. 

The aura on Su Lang's body instantly skyrocketed from the Yidu Godless Level to the Sidu Godless Level! 

Using the avatar of Xing Cuanyun He also directly condense a avatar of the Sidu Godless Grade! 

"who!?" 

"Why is this breath so familiar!?" 

Zong Wenshan felt two horrible auras of Four Crossing Godless Grade rising up not far from him, and his 

complexion suddenly changed! 

Immediately after. 

Through the breath that impressed him, Zong Wenshan instantly knew the identity of the visitor. 

"It's the crap!!" 

"Kill the third junior brother's miscellaneous things!" 

"Oh my God, he didn't die, and he burst out with the breath of Godless Sidu!" 

"..." 

Zong Wenshan paled in shock, a storm rose in his heart, and a strong disbelief appeared on his face. 

But even if he didn't believe it, no matter how hard he could accept, he knew that the facts were in front 

of him! 

Within a single thought, Zong Wenshan contacted Che Chenghua through special means and passed the 

news of Su Lang's appearance! 

at this time! 

The world trembled for a while, two slender figures holding long swords, as if teleporting to him! 

"Promise Sky Star Dragon!" 

"Life universe, the power of the world!" 

Zong Wenshan's pupils shrank suddenly and immediately sacrificed his own Supreme Soldier! 

He couldn't believe that Su Lang could explode with such power, but the breath did scare him and he 

had to go all out! 

"Humph!" 

"I have no soldiers!" 



"I have ten more life universes!" 

Su Lang sneered again and again, and he didn't even bother to use the burst secret method, directly 

urging Youtian Sword to be cut down instantly! 

And the non-God-level clone also severely cut down with Heart Jue Wu Feng! 

With the powerful combat power of Sidu Godless Grade, the power of Youtian Sword was immediately 

urged to the extreme! 

I saw a sparkling white light forming a training, falling from the sky like thunder! 

"Roar!" 

The Promise Sky Star Dragon roared and rose into the sky, surrounded by a lot of twisting power. 

"Your opponent is us!" 

Li Xinjue's voice spread all over the world! 

Immediately afterwards, two powerful twisting forces rushed out from the Xinjue Wufeng Sword and 

the Bright Sword, and entangled the Promise Sky Star Dragon. 

"Roar--!!" 

The Promise Sky Star Dragon roared frantically. 

Even though he was the Erdu Godless Soldier, he was still entangled for a moment by the twisting power 

of two Godless Longswords! 

And it is this moment of time! 

"dead!!" 

Su Lang's Youtian Sword slammed into Zongwenshan's protective barrier! 

Chapter 1578: You broke out with all your strength, I didn't 

Click! 

Crackling! 

Under the blade of Youtian Sword, all Zong Wenshan's defenses looked like paper! 

The white blade destroys the dryness and decays like a bamboo, cutting off countless protective barriers 

instantly! 

Whether it is a protective formation, aura protection, or a protection of the Great Emperor's soldiers, 

everything is like a chicken and dog, and it is simply vulnerable! 

Zong Wenshan looked at the approaching blade, his whole body was cold! 

He was horrified by the power of destroying the world, and trembling by the fear of death! 

How many years have it been! 
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Only in the last war of reincarnation did Zong Wenshan feel the threat of death. 

But even that time, he did not die, but lived intact to the next era of reincarnation! 

On the contrary, those godless who were stronger than them, but most of them died in that war 1 

And now, it seems it's his turn! 

"Do not!!" 

"I can not be reconciled!" 

"Even if you die, I won't make you feel better!" 

Zong Wenshan's complexion was crooked and crazily. 

He directly squeezed the universe of life that had been cultivated for countless years, and countless 

creatures in it died directly! 

All energies such as blood, soul, spiritual power, etc. were extracted by Zong Wenshan, and then formed 

a stronger twisting force. 

Silently. 

The Youtian Sword was blocked in the air by the twisting force, as if it had cut a bunch of soft but tough 

cotton. 

"Ha ha!" 

"Zong Wenshan, you exploded with all your strength, but I didn't!" 

"All your struggles are in vain, die, you have no chance!" 

Su Lang sneered again and again, his thoughts moved, terrifying energy poured into Youtian Sword, 

forming a large amount of twisting power! 

Moreover, the profound meaning of breaking a sword is attached to the blade, forming a strange force 

that restrains everything! 

These two forces came out. 

The remaining defenses of Zong Wenshan suddenly fell apart! 

He wanted to withdraw the Promise Sky Star Dragon's defense, but the Promise Sky Star Dragon was 

entangled by Su Lang's Godless Clone! 

next moment! 

The crystal clear white blade of Youtian Sword pierced Zong Wenshan's skin! 

"stop!!" 

Suddenly a roar came from a distance. 



It turned out that Cha Chenghua received the information and hurried over through the super 

teleportation array along the way. 

I don't know what price he paid, and he rushed from the south to the northern battlefield within these 

few breaths! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Che Chenghua, you are late!" 

"If you come earlier, maybe your brothers can resist for a while!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and Youtian Sword's characteristics of breaking defense and killing and slashing 

the gods have been activated. 

"Brother..." 

Zongwen made the last call of despair from the mountain pass, then his eyes went dark and his breath 

disappeared. 

"Ding! You get the Soul of the Supreme Emperor*1, the Daojing of the Supreme Emperor*1, the Life 

Universe*1, the soul-melting dragon body*11000, the blood of the godless grade material Tianlong*120, 

the evil light dragon leaf*50, Blood Moon Nine Elements Jade*50, Chasing the Sun Wancai Ice*80...The 

lower emperor source*65856, the superior Xianyuan*213941527..." 

The system prompt announced the complete death of Sandu Supreme Emperor Zong Wenshan! 

Wow! 

A palm print suddenly turned into ashes in the hands of Che Chenghua, who flew over from a distance, 

and scattered into the void! 

"Second Junior Brother——!!!" 

Cha Chenghua was distraught, his heart seemed to be severely stirred by 10,000 knives. 

Their senior brothers are closer to each other than their own brothers, and they have supported each 

other for billions of years. 

But at this time, the Third Junior Brother died, and the Second Junior Brother also died in front of him! 

He just watched his second junior brother be killed alive in despair! 

"Dog offal!" 

"I will avenge my younger brother!" 

With full heartache, Cha Chenghua immediately turned around and ran! 

Although he was extremely sad, he was not stupid. He knew that he was similar in strength to Zong 

Wenshan and would not be able to beat Su Lang. 

So the only option is to keep a useful body, and when you become stronger, come back to avenge the 

second and third younger brothers! 



"Tsk tut!" 

"The relationship is so deep, it seems like I am the villain." 

"You provoke me, don't even bother to run away!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, his thoughts moved, and he immediately activated a thought to seal the sky! 

Initiating a thought to confine the sky with the four-dus godless-level realm, even if this secret method is 

only the emperor-level, it is enough to exert a powerful effect! 

Chapter 1579: Who did it? 

Ahead. 

Cha Chenghua broke out and escaped frantically! 

But I found that everything in front of me suddenly turned grayish white! 

"Different space!?" 

"Broken! Break for me!" 

Without thinking about it, he immediately urged the Zixiao Sky Star Dragon, condensing a large amount 

of twisting power, and blasted it fiercely! 

Wow! 

The Nianfeng space was suddenly shattered, and the scenery outside immediately recovered its color. 

However, Cha Chenghua escaped from the Nianfeng Space, and Su Lang also seized this opportunity to 

wield the Youtian Sword in his hand. The Godless Clone naturally did not fall behind! 

Three godless swords pierced the sky, as if to separate heaven and earth! 

The three terrifying twisting powers burst out, and the surrounding heaven and earth rule avenues 

instantly became invalid and twisted! 

The heaven and earth in the vicinity seem to be independent from this universe and become a whole! 

In this weird breath, the twisting power of Xin Jue Wu Feng Sword and Bright Sword counteracted the 

twisting power of Zixiao Tianxinglong. 

And Youtian Sword severely smashed the defensive barrier of Che Chenghua. 

"The power of twisting!" 

Che Chenghua's pupils shrank suddenly, revealing a look of despair. 

But before the last moment, he still refused to give up and directly activated all the secret techniques! 

Even the secret technique that consumes life is used. 

This is really a desperate blow for Che Chenghua, who has already exhausted his lifespan! 
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And this blow actually blocked Su Lang's Breaking Sword with the Youtian Sword! 

"escape!!" 

A glimmer of hope rose in Cha Chenghua's heart, and immediately turned around and ran! 

Even he specially left the Zixiao Tianxinglong to fight for the chance to survive for himself! 

"Do you think you can run away with a single sword if you can stop me?" 

"I can use this kind of sword trick countless times! Give me death!" 

Su Lang sneered and slapped again! 

"Do not!" 

"Why, why are you so strong!" 

The hope in Che Chenghua's heart became even more intense despair. 

He knew that he would never have to fight to the death a second time, his life had come to an end! 

Click! ! 

Youtian Sword cut down, and straightly cut Cha Chenghua and his protective barrier into two! 

The sound of the system sounded again, and the Silonghai boss became a splendid and died! 

"call!" 

Su Lang let out a long sigh, "I have killed three of the Four Dragon Seas, but unfortunately I don't know 

where the fourth one is, otherwise I will kill them together!" 

Immediately after. 

He waved away the godless avatar that used the star-cuanyun combination, and he immediately 

replaced it with the avatar and left here. 

After all, even the destruction of Wushuang Tower has attracted the attention of others. 

There has been a battle without superiors here, and it will definitely attract the attention of more 

powerful people! 

And just when Su Lang left the battlefield. 

Somewhere in the volcano group between Feitianjiao and the border of the Eastern Desolation. 

A handsome black-haired man shook his whole body and stopped in mid-air. 

This person, who suffered a big loss in the hands of Chang Henzi, was going to find two senior brothers, 

and by the way, Lu Mingxuan who vented his anger on Su Lang! 

And this time. 

The reason why he stopped on the road. 



It is because there are two more special lines in his palm that have turned into ashes one after another, 

and the time between each other is less than three breaths! 

"Brother!!" 

"No, don't die!" 

"Why, why are you killed!" 

"Who did it? Who did it!" 

Lu Mingxuan covered his face with his hands and opened his mouth wide, roaring like a wild beast. 

The surrounding volcanoes all exploded at this moment, and the sky was filled with flames, seeming to 

burn the entire world! 

He was the last one in Silonghai, and he was taken care of by the seniors the most. Any good things 

would be assigned to him. 

However, at this time his brothers actually fell into the hands of others one after another, leaving him 

alone. 

He was a remnant of the last reincarnation era. At this time, all the seniors died, and he seemed to be 

the only one left in the world. 

Everything else has nothing to do with him, he is completely incompatible with this world! 

Although Lu Mingxuan was so strong that he was infinitely close to the Sidu Godless Level, but at this 

moment, he was extremely helpless, just like a stray dog. 

Weeping in the same place for a long time. 

Lu Mingxuan just cleared up his emotions. 

His eyes seemed to have completely turned into ice cubes, which was ruthlessly chilling. 

Immediately after. 

Lu Mingxuan tightly grasped the ashes of the life rope, and continued to move towards the Eastern 

Wilderness. 

But this time, he concealed his breath and whereabouts, because he had to live first, and then he could 

get revenge! 

Chapter 1580: It's like catching two little snakes 

The other side. 

Su Lang randomly found a place, released the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace, and got into the quiet room 

by himself. 

Immediately after. 

He began to count the harvest this time! 
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"Hehehe!" 

"Two godless people with total net worth!" 

"Just the two godless dragons made me earn the money!" 

"..." 

Su Lang sat in the quiet room with an excited smile on his face. 

Immediately after. 

He first took out the two Supreme Emperor's soldiers, the Promise Sky Star Dragon and the Zixiao Sky 

Star Dragon! 

"Hohoho!" 

As soon as the two Supreme Emperor soldiers appeared, they immediately let out an angry roar. 

They are all reduced versions of the dragon form, one purple and one white. 

Wandering in front of Su Lang, swallowing clouds and mist, with strong hatred in his eyes, but because 

of fear, he dare not make any moves! 

"Are you angry?" 

"It seems that you and your former master have a very deep relationship!" 

Su Lang smiled disdainfully, and pinched a dragon's neck with one hand, as if he had caught two little 

snakes. 

"Roar!" 

The two dragons roared, and they twisted and struggled constantly, even opening their mouths to bite 

Su Lang's hands! 

It seems that their relationship with Cha Chenghua and others is really deep. 

After all, they live in two reincarnation times day and night for billions of years! 

"Forget it." 

"Since you are so loyal, then I will let you go down and accompany Che Chenghua with them!" 

Su Lang sneered and directly activated the one-key decomposition function! 

"Ding! The decomposition is successful, you will get the Soul of the Supreme Emperor*10, the Soul of 

the Quasi-Supreme Emperor*100, the Soul of the Supreme Emperor*10000, the Soul of the Emperor 

Wu*100000, the Godless Material Heavenly Dragon Remnant Soul*1, the Heavenly Dragon Remnant 

Body *1, Zixiao Dragon Blood Jade*100, Supreme Dragon Tears Gold*200, Supreme Heaven Heart 

Stone*300...Great Emperor Grade material..." 

"Ding! The decomposition is successful, you will get the Soul of the Supreme Emperor*10, and the Soul 

of the Quasi Supreme Emperor*100..." 



In fact, let alone the resistance of these two godless soldiers, even if there is no resistance, there is a 

trace of disagreement, Su Lang will not keep them! 

"There are a lot of things broken down!" 

"It's much more material than the decomposed Supreme Ruyi Lamp!" 

"Just a soul without a **** can get 20 copies. This is a super treasure that is hard to come across in a 

billion years!" 

"Moreover, many of the materials decomposed by the two godless soldiers are the same and can be 

used universally." 

Su Lang looked at the two large piles of materials that appeared in the storage space, and suddenly 

smiled with satisfaction. 

Immediately after. 

With a thought, Su Lang took the Youtian Sword in his hand: "System, is my material enough for the 

Youtian Sword to evolve?" 

"Ding! If you need to retain the specified characteristics, you need to consume Godless Soul*1, Quasi-

God Soul*10..." 

"Anyway, it's not enough." 

"Evolution can't work, enhancement means not enough functional level." 

Su Lang curled his lips, "It seems that there will be no way to upgrade Xiaoyou for a while." 

Thought about it. 

Su Lang spread out his palm, and a dragon button jade seal appeared in his hand, it was the Jianxian 

Cannon! 

At this time the Jixian Cannon is already a quasi-no **** soldier! 

And it has super-strong cross-class single attack, super-wide range of unlimited fire support, and 

terrifying mental deterrence. 

In addition, its base can be turned into a dragon's nest, with strong defensive capabilities, and can 

absorb the enemy's power for its own use. 

It can be said that this is a relatively versatile war machine. 

Although its characteristics are not so abnormal, they are all very useful. 

If it is promoted to the Godless Soldier, it is definitely a stronger weapon than the Supreme Ruyi Lantern 

and his like! 

"And the shape of the small cannon is very similar to that of a dragon, some materials here are just 

suitable for it!" 

Su Lang chased the corner of his mouth, and took out a series of materials! 



Including the two remnants of the Heavenly Dragon Soul, two remnants of the Heavenly Dragon, the 

Zixiao Dragon Blood Jade, and the Supreme Dragon's Tears. 

And kill the four dragon vein warriors Lin Fang, Liang Xiaofei, Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan to get 

the soul-melting dragon body, the blood of the dragon, the evil light dragon leaf and so on. 

In addition to these materials related to Shenlong, Su Lang also produced a lot of other materials. 

For example, the quasi-no-god emperor soul, the soul of the great emperor and so on, which are 

necessary to evolve to the godless soldiers. 

 


